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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In whatever capacity we find ourselves attempting to help people, 
we become increasingly aware of the need to know more about the total 
individual as he or she is a part of a particular family unit, then a 
larger community usually composed of a school, a church, a Y.W.C.A. or 
Y.M.C.A. or as the ease may be a settlement house and civic center. 
Whether teacher, minister, recreation worker or the like, we all work 
towards the same goals, however different the approach, to afford the 
individual an apportunity to adjust to his environment in the best pos-
sibie way. This is the ultimate aim of' -our work. 
This study shall concern itself with one important aspect in the 
life of' the individual. The phenomenon of' social class, and its effect 
or influence on the social behavior of' individuals, has posed many ques-
tions f'or sociologists and has led to extensive research. As pointed out 
by August B. Hollingshead, small attention has been given by psycholo-
gists, educators, clergymen, social workers, and moralists who have 
given their attention to the physical and the psychological phenomena 
connected vi th the way the il'ldi vidual responds and relates to his en-
. t 1 n.ronmen • 
The importance of' social class in the field of social work seems to 
be given meager attention in the literature. This lack hardly affords 
1 HoUingshead, August B., Elmstown Youth'- p. 158. 
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the student of social work any feeling of need to even raise a question 
as to its value in our work with people. Somehow, it remains vaguely, 
assumed material without their being any real knowledge of what it is 
that is being assumed. A part of this vagueness often shows itself in 
the feeling that the term itself suggests a discrimination against per-
sons with whom we work rather than a discrimination or a kind of identi-
fication between them. 
As a professional worker whose primary charge it is to bring about 
changes in the habitual behavior patterns of those with whom we work, in 
a deliberate and systematic way, is it not an obligation to have a know-
ledge or what those patterns of behavior are? Dr. Walter Miller chal-
lenged the field in the following statement: 
' .. 
If bringing about changes in habitual behavior patterns is seen 
as a major objective of the worker in the community, it would 
follow that a logical starting point would be a firm lmowledge 
of what those patterns of behavi.or are. Social 110rk espouses 
the dictum "start where the client is"... But the ways used to 
describe where he is are often limited or inadequate for pur-
poses of community-work.2 
Suffice it is to say that the writer 1 s interest, initially, was 
stimulated through readings of Myrdal, Davis and Dollard and E. F. Fra-
zier, and as a group worker, ha'rlng worked with friendship groups, in-
terest groups composed of individuals from different socio-economic 
levels, from various ethnic groups, from different communities and the 
like, she desired to look more closely at the specific aspect of social 
2 
Walter Miller and others. ~ ~ Groups in .!: Metropolitan 
"Inner City" Problem Area, 1957, p. 5. 
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class. In the light of this, the following question: Can groups be 
located who are purported to be representative of social classes? Then, 
if groups are located, the big question raised is how they compare with 
each other if certatn p~operties are held constantJ In other wards if 
such factors as age, sex, and race were the same for both groups, but 
their respective social classes were different, how would they conduct 
themselves in a regular friendship club group? The writer would observe 
the group and be concerned with certain areas which seem to be important 
with respect to a group worker's work with a group. 
PurpOSe of the Study': The purpose of this study is to explore the be-
havior of two friendship club groups representing two social classes 
with regard to the following areas: 
1. What are the stated purposes of the group? 
2. How is each group organized? 
3. What are the activities engaged in the group? 
4. What kind of planning is done in preparation for 
activities by each group? 
5. How does the adult leader .function in each group? 
6. What are the areas of conflict and how are conflicts 
resolved in each group? 
Our general aim is to discover possible influences of social class mem-
bership on group behavior. 
Scope of the Study: This research covers the period of club life from 
December, 1957 through March, 1958. 
The first chapter will be concerned with an introduction to the 
general study. 
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Because the method used for the research in this study was such a 
crucial factor dete:rinini.ng whether the study could be done, the second 
chapter will describe it. 
The third chapter will contain a definition of social class and at 
the same time will acquaint the reader With pertinent studies made of 
the relationship of social class to behavior. 
The fourth and fifth chapters will discuss general descriptive in-
formation on the groups themselves. Both the demographic and cultural 
settings are described. Then a brief discussion of the actual groups 
wherein. the nature of the friendship club and the characteristics of 
the individual members will be had. The latter part of the chapter dis-
cusses the behavior of the girls as depicted through the areas used for 
study. 
The final chapter summarizes the findings and relates them to their 
implication for social workers and social agencies. 
Sources for~ Material for this study was obtained through: 
l. Written material available in one of the agencies 
2. Personal interviews with group aembers and with 
adult leaders of these groups. 
3. Observations of these groups during regular group 
meetings. 
Limitations and Values: The major limitation to this research is the 
limited samplings of the groups studied and therefore conclusions drawn 
should relate only to the study. 
Another limitation is the fact that the study was also based in 
part on the subjective feelings of the persons interviewed. 
4 
- - -
The value of this particular study may be that it becomes a chal-
lenge to social group workers to recognize more closely the impact of 
social status in relation to behavior. 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH DESIGN A.liD METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter will be to describe the device used for 
determining ·the social class position of teenagers used in this stu~ 
and secondly to denote how it was used and lastly to point out signifi-
cant advantages as well as limitations of this method for determining 
social class position. 
In assessing and determining the criteria for social class, the 
writer was exposed to many and varied points of view' as well as approach-
es. So that the task turned out to be complex and the material, it 
seemed, was too voluminous to be applied and used as a tool for the 
small study to be undertaken. Investigating resources further, an in-
dex for determining' social class position was located. It was devised 
by August B. Hollingshead and is called "Two-Factor Index of Social Po-
l 
sition." As the title stipulates, the scale utilizes two factors. 
. ' 
They are namely, occupation and education. These factors are scaled 
and weighed individually, and a single score is obtained. The educa-
tional scale is based upon the years of school completed b.r the head of 
the household. The occupation seale is based upon the precise knowledge 
of the head of the household 1 s occupation. According to the index, the 
occupational position has a factor weight of 7 and education position a 
factor weight of 4. These weights are multiplied by the seale value 
1 August B. Hollingshead, ~Factor-Index 2!: Social Position. 
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for education and occupation of each individual or head of a household. 
The evaluated weighed score gives the approximate position of the fam-
ily in the over-all scale. When the Index of Social Position score is 
calculated, the individual may be stratified either on the continuum of 
scores or into a "class." 
The writer feels it would prove helpful to the reader to include 
at this point the educational scale as utilized. The following strue-
ture was set up: 
Years of School Completed 
Professional (M.A., M.S., M.E., M.D., Ph.D., L.L.B.) 
Four-year college graduate (A.B., B.S., B.M.) 
1 - 3 years college (also business schools) 
High school graduate 
10 - 11 years of school (part high school) 
7 - 9 years of school 
Under 7 years of school 
Scale Value 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
The occupational scale is divided into the seven following socio-
economic positions with the scale value corresponding to the position 
of the occupations as listed: 
7 
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Hollingshead, August B. "Two-Factor Index of Social Position" (unpub-
lished) 
1. Higher Executives of Large Concerns, Proprietors, and Major 
Professionals. 
2. Business Managers, Proprietors of Medium Sized Businesses, and 
Lesser Professionals. 
3. Administrative Personnel, Owners of Small Businesses, and 
Minor Professionals. 
4. Clerical and Sales Workers, Technicians, and Owners of Little 
Businesses. 
5. Skilled Manual »nployees. 
6. Machine Operators and Semi-Skilled Employees. 
1. Unskilled Employees. 
These seven major divisions were further sectioned to include all 
possible jobs which are recognized, generally under the designated head-
ings. 
After detennining the occupational and educational rating, the 
"Index of Social Position" referred to as the I.S.P. is then obtained 
(calculated with this score or number). The individual is then placed 
on either the continuum or scores or into a class as follows: 
CLASS I.S.P. SCORES 
HIGH I 11 - 17 
II 18- 31 
III 32 - 47 
IV 48 - 63 
v 64 - 77 
LOW 
-· -
8 
So that an individual who received a scale score of 1.5 would be 
placed in CLASS I in· this five class stratification and if the score 66 
would be obtained, the individual would be in CLASS V. Very simply, if 
one ·1mows the individual's education and occupation, the class position 
can be determined. 
In relation to the reliability of the scale, Hollingswood and his 
associates pointed out: 
We have made extensive studies of the reliability of scoring 
and validity of the index on over one hundred variables in our 
social stratification and psychiatric disorders study. We have 
also made studies of the loss of precision in using the two-
factor index rather than the three-factor one of occUpation, 
education and ecological area of residence. We recommend the 
two-factor one in areas where ecological maps do not exist. 2 
The latter recommendation was taken into consideration when the 
writer undertook to use this seale. The inaccessibility of available 
maps as well as the other resources for locating the two study groups 
were important reasons for final selection of the device. 
The writer's familiarity with the Roxbury ar.ea, helped vitally in 
locating the study groups. It was necessary though, to substantiate 
certain hunches as to where these groups were, by consulting directors 
of settlement houses in the area; talking with group leaders who had been 
involved in detached group work in the area and finally speaking with a 
Director of .Research for the Special You th Project in the Roxbury area. 
The latter made available to the writer ecological information in addi-
tion to infomation regarding the economic and educational level of per-
sons living in the upper Roxbury section. The writer followed through 
2 Ibid., p. 2. 
i 
,, 
l 
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on the suggestion and located a director of a civic center in upper Rox-
bury who suggested a club group which had previously met at the center. 
This group was submitted to the scale and obtained a position at Class 
n level. 
Group A's location was determined by Writer 's knowledge of the 
settlement house in which it is located. Contact was made eventually 
with their group leader who described her group, and felt that on the 
basis of the community setting, economic positions therein, and social 
identification in the light of these two factors that the group would 
tend to fall in a lower class social position. Again it was necessary 
to submit the group to the scale to determine a class posi ti.on. As in 
the case with Group B, each member of the group was scaled individually 
and the average score for the group computed (a score for each girl was 
calculated) in order to obtain the class position of the entire group. 
The obvious and significant advantage of this approach to .the study 
is that it eliminates the numerous factors. and variables which are con-
sidered for determining individual's class position. 
The disadvantage comes from the fact that characteristic social 
class determinants may v~ from community to community, so that one or 
two of the girls who are in Class V position according to the scale may 
very likely be accorded a higher class identification in their re-
spective communi ties. The same may be true of some of the girls in 
Group A. 
10 
CHAPTER III 
SOCIAL CLASS 
Sociologists in an effort to understand a community and communities 
have utilized a dimension which has been called social class. Social 
class is a stratified segment of a community usually distinguished by 
the terms "upper, n 11middle, 11 and "lower." These divisions are made on 
the basis of a number of factors and there is yet dissension among the 
experts as to what these reliable factors should be in order to make an 
adequate yardstick by which perso~s may be stratified or positioned with 
relationship to other persons in the community. Some factors which ap-
pear in the literature are: 
residence 
income level of the individual 
occupational distinctions 
education of the individual 
So that by virtue of the fact an individual has a certain occupation, 
and a certain income and having attained or completed a number of years 
of schooling, he is given a position in the community either above or 
below: other individuals. It is said by sociologists that this marks 
the individual off from the rest of the community. By virtue of other 
persons having had similar characteristics they, too, are given this 
same position and a grouping of persons or a social class is created. 
Further studies have investigated these groupings and have found .that 
there are other characteristics which are common to them. They tend to 
11 
., 
live in the same locale, have similar values, and aspirations, similar 
modes of behavior, and a general patterning of life which members of 
the group are expected to adhere to and deviations from tend to be 
punishable by the members in a number of ways. In other words it is 
actually a way of life sanctioned by a group of persons. 
Miller in his paper entitled "Community Culture and the Social 
Worker" has sud of social class that for most individuals, the social 
class to which they belong, its customary ways of behaving, its con-
doned set of standards, its. ways of reacting and evaluating members of 
other class groups has a profound influence on behavior and attitudes.1 
To exemplify the meaning of this assertion he gave the following example: 
It is most difficult, for example, for an individual brought up 
in a home where cleanliness and responsibility have been highly 
valued to contact a home where such concerns are of low priority 
without experiencing a strongly negative emotional response.2 
Along with but prior to Dr. Miller's . study which brought out the 
) ' 
significance of social class as ~haracterizing a distinctive way of 
life for its members, other significant .. studies h~ve been made in the 
same vein. One by August B. Hollingshead culminated in the book ·!Elms-
. . -
1 
town Youth.\ He theori~ed concerping a group of adolescent boys and 
girls that: 
Adolescent behavior is a type of transitional behavior that is 
dependent upon· the society and more particularly upon the posi-
tion the individual occupies in the social structure, rather 
than upon the bio-psychological phenomena connected with this 
lwa1ter Miller and Others, Work With Groups in a Metropolitan 
"Inner-City" Problem A.rea,-r9;7, p. 2. ---
2Ibid 2. 
=-..;..;·....;;·J..' p. 
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-- age such as puberty, or the assumed psycho-organic conditions 
referred to as "drives, 11 "urges" in psychological, educational 
and lay usage. 3 
In this study an exhaustive investigation was made of first what 
determines the way individuals are stratified in the community or what 
values are shared and used by persons in this eommunity to assign one 
another in the various class positions. People in the community itself 
interpreted social class by using certain factors: the type of job 
from which the family derived its livelihood was a topmost factor, and 
secondarily, personal and family history, reputation, behavior, and 
character were of considerable signifieance; age, sex, and physical ap-
pearance were also taken into consideration. ~terally thousands of 
different values are shared and used by persons in Elmstown to ascer-
tain class position but the above mentioned ones dominated." 4 
He asserted that behavior was a function of social class and as 
such further explained how, by virtue of being in I class a person was 
exposed to certain ways of doing things and was expected to carry this 
behavior through with relationship to school, · adjustment, recreational 
aetivities, dating, choice of friends, and sex and marriage. His find-
ings proved that the social behavior of adolescents is related func-
tionally to the position their families occupy in the social structure. 
In a recent attempt to study the personality development of south-
ern Negro rural youth, Davis and Dollard recorded various responses of 
3August B. Hollingshead, Elmstown Youth, p. 7. 
4 
Ibid., p. 79. 
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the yo11th to the white world, and among other things took into account 
such factors as the community, class position, age and intelligence. In 
this study it was found that social class position of Negro youth was 
far more important than their racial status in shaping the habits and 
goals of these children. Here again determinants for class position 
were occupation of workers in the household, education of these persons, 
I 
whether members of the group freely visited each others families, talk 
together imtimately in a social clique and eat and drink together as a 
social ritual. And the authors injected the term clique to mean the 
smallest class grouping which in respect to the Negro group deserves 
the closest examination. 
For it is the members of the child 1 s and his family's cliques 
who actually constitute that 1 social environment 1 and which re-
inforces the child 1 s habits. Through the demands and pressures 
of the family and of the clique, class learning is instilled 
and maintained. 
In posing their own question around the usp of class as a crucial 
factor the following was posed: 
Why does social class appear to have been far more important 
than their 'racial status' in shaping the habits and goals of 
these children studied? The answer seems to be that social 
class governs a much wider area of the ehild 1s traini~ than 
do other factors among which are Negro-White factors.5 
The writers had this to say about their study, by way of summary: 
The writer's studies of the class c~mditioning of Negro children 
have convinced them that it is a valuable tool which will he1p 
predict behavior in any given situation and when properly under-
stood the sanctions of class position as enforced by the family 
and the larger class environment are the most important 
.5Allison Davis, and others. Children of Bondage, p. 2.56. 
controls in the formation of habits. In order to understand 
the powerful grip of this class behavior we must .first exam-
ine the social environment in which Negro children learn their 
habits an% the specific methods by which this learning is re-
inforced. 
These studies have been cited for the fact that they point up very 
clearly that there is a relationship between class position and behavior. 
Their importance rests in the similarity of factors indicating class po-
sition such as residence, oecupatio~income and education • . 
The study by Davis and Dollard may be of particular importance to 
this study because it asserted that class within the Negro community is 
more influential on behavior than any other factors to which the indi-
vidual may be exposed. 
6 Ibid • ..z p. 259. 
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CHAPTER IV 
BACKGROUND OF THE GROUPS 
It shall be the purpose of this chapter to describe both the gen-
eral community setting as well as the specific setting of the study 
groups in order to ascertain other characteristics, by virtue of the 
groups being located in a respective setting. 
Group A is located in an area which has been demographically 
described as an inner city district of greater Massachusetts. Its popu-
lation numbers 113,000 people, 85% of whom have incomes of under $4500, 
and 30% an income of under $1500. It is an area where small business 
and manufacturing establishments are interspersed with dwelling units 
of a wide range of types and sizes. Roxbury contains nine housing 
projects which house about 10% of its population. About one-follrth of 
Roxbury is Negro, with Irish, Italians and Canadian-French comprising 
the bulk of the white population. A. small Jewish population is rapidly 
moving out. Some of Roxbury's residential areas are quite stable, and 
despite the steady in-movement of Negroes, racial conflict is a minor 
problem. Delinquency rates are high compared to the rest of Boston, 
but juvenile crime attains neither the intensity or frequency of New 
York's extreme situation. In many ways Roxbury is typical of lower 
1 
class urban communi ties throughout the country. 
In describing some of the conununi ty' s external characteristics 
lwa1 ter Miller and others, Ibid., p. 5. 
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this same paper reveals the strong sense of community w.i thin this lower 
class area, with the "street" or the apartment as a basic social unit. 
That this community is frequently characterized as being disorganized 
is probably a reflection of a middle class conception of what "organiza-
tion" is. Miller explains, on the contrary, that the lower class com-
mUnity is an extremely tight-knit system, with strong relational pat-
terns; well developed channels of informal communication (the "grape-
vine"), established gossip patterns and sources, a willingness to con-
tribute to a connnon fund to help an unf'ortunate community member · and a 
general sense of being "all in this together." This strong sense of 
community is manifested in many ways--by a proliferation of local 
self-help associ~tions, by a suspicion of outsiders in the community, 
and an extremely rapid identification of the stranger, by the strength 
of the rule against "squealing" or revealing community information to 
outsiders. 2 
In regards to the specific Negro community, description took on 
the following: 
A general characteristic of the Negro community as a whole is 
a highly developed sense of class awareness. This class aware-
ness is prevalent both for the higher and lower group, but it 
is played out differently in each. Roxbury's higher class 
Negroes tend to be extremely sensitive to behaviors and cul-
tural practices identified with social class status, and to re-
spond to Negroes in the lower class groups primarily in these 
terms. In general the higher class group is severely j udg-
mental and evaluating towards the lower, and is strongly mo-
tivated to avoid being identified with them. The lower class 
group tends to conceive class status primarily in terms of 
2 
Ibid., p. 6. 
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material objects ••• clothes, cars, a roll of cash to show off; 
the higher class group sees status more in terms of education, 
manners, morals, etiquette, and residential locale. Focal con-
cerns of the higher class Negro '- group are equality and justice 
vis-a-vis the White World.3 
A broad discussion has been had of the greater Roxbury area. In 
limiting the actual scope of the study to the particular segment in 
which the group was located, other important features appear. For ex-
ample, Group A girls were located in a neighborhood house in the Dudley 
East Area of Roxbury. Dudley East is one of sixty-three health and 
welfare districts in Boston. This area is a very dense and poorly 
housed section. Deterioration and needed repairs of frame and brick 
houses are in evidence. · The addition of the Orchard Park Housing 
Projects in the 1940s with its aecamodation for eight hundred families 
made only a small dent in the alleviation of living conditions within 
this area of nineteen thousand people. 4 
In meeting the needs of this communit.y, the Neighborhood House in 
its April publication reemphasizes what its program attempts to aceom-
plish: 
People need the opportunity for fun and relaxation. They should 
have the chance for individual growth through social contact. At 
the "Hood" (the neighborhood house) they have round these oppor-
tunities in social clubs and recreation and athletic activities. 
The program to meet the need for recreation has been cond~ted 
continuously and has been enjoyed by thousands of people.~ 
3Ibid., p. 10. 
4Jean Maxwell, Roxbury Neighborhood House StSdy, Study Ad-
visor of National Federation of Settlements, Inc., 19 0. 
5Hood News, Special Edition, April, 1958, p. 1. 
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The definition of its purpose as realized through programming is to: 
1. Strengthen family life and to make the community a 
better place. 
2. Promote understanding between racial and religious 
groups. 
3. Provide a center and leadership to enable people to 
participate in community life and to take action to 
improve their living conditions. 
4. Help families make use of puW"ic and private agencies 
which can serve their needs. 
The many aeti vi ties and programs which make up this agency have 
been geared to facilitate a better democratic way of life and to sug-
gest at the same time 11 a good time may be had in the process." 
Group A has within its midst a number of activities in which it 
can participate of its own choosing. The major one is entitled 
"Evening Program for Girls." Thie program consists of dancing, play-
ing table games, ping pong and bowling. There is basketball and once a 
month a special program such as charm night when a special speaker may 
brought to the group. In additian there are several Girls 1 ClUbs who 
7 decide upon any activity they desire. · Group A is a case in point here. 
Group B is centrally located in Roxbury only to the extent that 
it uses the facilities of a civic center in upper Roxbury occasionally 
for club meetings and more often when the group has some special acti-
vity to put on. A few of the members reside in this "upper area" as 
6Ibid., p. 1. 
7 Ibid.} p. 6. 
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it is referred to, but the majority are located in such cities as Ja-
maiea Plain, Framingham, and Dorchester. The civic center to which it 
is affiliated is unique in that the programs which take place there are 
not building-centered in the sense that they are organized within the 
building itself and the community comes in to participate as is the case 
in the settlement and recreation center. Rather the building and its 
facilities such as meeting rooms, auditorium, lounges and the like may 
be used by groups to hold their ow.n special programs •••• teas, confer-
enees, workshops wherein questions of interest and importance are dis-
cussed by citizen groups. 
It was organized in 1949 as a non-sectarian, inter-racial civic 
center, and is financed solely through contributions and funds ob-
tained through membership. Emphasized in a summary report published in 
February, 1957, were the following objectives or goals for .the center: 
1. To provide without regard to geographical limitations 
opportunities for people of all raci~, religious, 
and nationality background to lmow, understand and 
respect one another. 
2 .~ To initiate and execute loca1ly a sound program for the 
protection, conservation and improvement of "Upper Rox-
bury" as a good residential community - an area bounded 
roughly by Dudley and Seaver Streets on the north and 
south; Blue Hill Avenue and Washington Streets on the 
east and west. 
3. To establish and maintain Freedom House as a community 
civic center where planned programs and activities ~ay 
be carried on •••• to meet the foregoing objectives. 
8 The Freedom House Way, "Freedom House Purpose Defined," 
A Summary ·Report, 1957, p. 3. 
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The House will hopefully accomplish these objectives community-
wise through such broad programs as community coffee hours wherein 
women or unusual sld.ll and competence come to share their thinking and 
rlsion, Sunday evening Community Forum, A Community Art Festival, A 
Community Chorus, Block "clinics" and Community Conferences and Youth 
Councils. 9 
The broader community settings of the two groups and their more 
immediate environments have been described in order to assess the cul-
tural climate to which these individuals are exposed as they function _ 
in a segment of a large and cemple:x: community. 
9Freedam House. Freedom House, Inc., 1953, p. J. 
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CHAPTER V 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE GROUPS 
The uniqueness of the friendship club stems from the fact that it 
is formed and held together by friendship. Its cohesiveness is derived 
from the desire of the members to be with each other and to do things 
together. In a club of this type there would be a tendency for the mem-
bership to exercise greater selectivity in their choice of members than 
is true of an interest group perhaps wherein the members touch each other 
with only one facet of themselves; namely, an interest and would not com-
mit themselves to each other in the -f_ull mutuality of friendship. The 
friendship club .on the other hand depends upon this mutuality by its 
- . members in terms of . their total ' personality rather than on the basis of 
a single interest. 
The freedom exercised regarding membership also makes a study of _ 
this kind even more plausible. For the individual tends naturally to 
seek his friends among those whose traditions and standards are most 
like his own. 
It shall be the purpose of this chapter to describe the two groups 
from the standpoint of: 
1. How each ca~ to be organized as a club . 
2. Length of existence of the club 
3 • . Some .factors which seem to be required for membership 
in the club. 
A brief discussion will be had regarding information on individual mem-
bers. This will include age, school grade, number of persons comprising 
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the family 1mi t and the occupation of the wage earner in the home. The 
last part of the chapter will discuss the behavior of the study group 
with regard to the areas used for observation. 
Group ! 
The agency in which Group A is located set up a program providing 
for club experiences for teenage girls. The requirements for membership 
in a club of this kind ask that the sex and age of those desiring member-
ship be the same. An expressed interest and desire to join a club pre-
sents the other factor taken into consideration. It is more often true 
that girls liho desire membership will have been acquainted in some way 
with each other and decided to participate in a club experience together. 
Group A has been functioning wi t.h its present membership for a pe-
riod of two years. There are seven members, three of whom had experience 
in a friendship club before becoming members of this one. Ohly six of 
these girls were included in the study because one was absent during the 
entire period of observation. 
The meetings were held once a week at the neighborhood house. A 
room had been set aside by the agency for this purpose. 
The adult leader has been with the club since it was originally 
formed. The agency again provided the leadership. The group members 
had previously been acquainted wi t.h her through their participation in 
programs which she often supervised within the agency. Thus, the per-
sonal contact within the club was by no means an initial one for either 
the club or the leader. The leader was a trained group worker. 
The leader felt that because her group was an all-Negro one and the 
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only one in the agency at the time, this fact served to provide a rea-
son for the girls' choice of club affiliation. On the other hand, the 
close proximity of their residence, and their regular participation in 
the program of the agency over the past three years aided in bringing 
them closer together. In the latter vein, such agency programs as the 
"House Council," ''Coed Activities," "Girls Lounge," 11Arts and Crafts11 
and in the case of a few members through such positions as junior aides 
and junior leaders, the members came te share experiences through which 
friendly relationships were to emanate. 
There seemed to have been some contacts outside of regular club 
meetings. This was confirmed to a certain degree by the adult leader 
who pointed out that there were certain friendship pairs who attended 
school activities such as basketball games and the like together. The 
close proximity of residence seems to have afforded this. 
Group B: 
Group B was organized as a club after a group of friends felt they 
wanted to formalize their existence into a club which would meet regular-
ly, had officers and would do things "together." Further impetus to the 
idea was given after some of . the girls suggested a name with which to 
identify themselves. 
This club existed for five months prior to the time of the period 
of observation. Although the members had formerly been in special in-
terest groups, they had not been members of this type club before. 
Seven in number, the group expressed a desire to include five more of 
their friends later this year. 
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The meetings of the group were scheduled to be held once a week 
but meeting time varied due to such factors as extra planning done by the 
club for an activity. The club met on Sundays at the home of a member. 
Each member was to be host for the club based on an alphabetical list-
ing of club members. 
The adult leader had been with the group two months prior to the 
period of study. An elementary school teacher, her leadership was ac-
quired through adult friends of some members. 
Infonnal interviews with members of Group B revealed that they had 
come to know each other through their family contacts (mothers and fa-
thers of the various families had been friends), through attending the 
same schools, having frequently attended the same socials, and in the 
case of a few members it was a matter of having lived in the same neigh-
borhood for a number of years. One member stated: 
"Whenever there is a friend I'd like to have join the club, I 
talk it over with the members and if it is all right wi. th 
them, I invite her. tt She added, "It 1 s really no trouble be-
cause everybody knows everybody else 's friends, anyway. n 
This statement pointed up that the members are in close contact with 
each other, somehow, outside the regular meetings attended. But beyond 
this requirement were a number of facets which seemed to indicate that 
actual membership involved a complexity of factors. For example, parti-
eipation in certain activities at school was often a subject of conver-
sation with the girls and a common interest was indicated. The greater 
the number and kind of club affiliation and leadership role taken, the 
greater the desirability for membership. Likewise, the members' status 
in the club was also based upon this. Esteem in the larger community 
2.5 
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was a value, for example, one member was identified as being a repre-
sentative to a youth conference, another had acquired a life-saver's 
badge, another had been a model and still others had prided themselves 
for volunteer ward work in the N.A.A.C.P. The observer noted with in-
terest the tendency of members to identify one another in terms of what 
school each attended, and something of their educational achievement 
was made known: 
"Jo is in the twelfth grade at Girl's Latin." 
From informal interviews emerged the "college" aspirations of members 
as the seniors in the group deliberated over the college of their choice. I 
Pertinent Statistics 
School Grades ££ the Study Groups 
In Group A, of the five girls 16 years of age, two are tenth gra-
ders and three are in the eleventh grade at a local school. One member 
is 17 and is an eleventh grade student at a local trade school. 
Group B has two sixteen year old members who are sisters. Five are 1 
17 years old and are twelfth graders. Two of these members are at Girl's 
Latin. 
Occupations of Wage Earner ~ the Homes 
With Group A the occupations of 3 mothers were included because 
the parents were separated and the mother had assumed the full responsi-
bility of the wage earner. The list evolved the following: two do-
mestic workers in private homes, a waitress, a truck driver, stock hand- 1 
ler and a welder. 
The writer found that some of the mothers in Group B worked, but 
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their occupations were not used since the fathers were considered the 
principal wage earners and were present in the home at the time the 
study was made. Occupations included an executive secretary, an artist, 
a lawyer, a branch manager of a car concern, a trained machinist and an 
accountant. 
The writer would have liked to have included a more extensive study 
of the actual home situations in order to determine what had been empha-
sized there class-wise and the extent to which the home learnings were 
carried out in the group. It is from the home that class learning takes 
its roots. But since this was not feasible, the writer has dealt solely 
upon the expression of class learning in the choice of club membership, 
in expression of common interest and how this class orientation pulled 
girls with similar backgrounds together. 
PURPOSES 
Group! 
The stated purposes of the club as expressed by the leader is to 
provide "the experiences of just being together. 11 These experiences 
have been defined as: 
1. Club meetings, 
2. Participating in activities in the neighborhood house as a 
group, 
3. Taking trips as a group, 
4. Participating in co-ed activities and sponsoring these 
activities on occasion. 
Some of the members want to realize as a result of their experiences 
in the neighborhood house a kind of informal training for work in a sim-
ilar setting in the future. 
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Group ~ 
Members of the club through interviews stated their club had two 
purposes. The first and primary one was to have fun with their friends 
within the club group and to accomplish this purpose by sharing ex-
periences together. The second is to aid the community by donating part 
of proceeds from fund raising activities to such specified organizations 
as the N.A.A.C.P. and the Foreign Students Exchange Program which is a 
very active auxiliary group at the civic center where the club affil-
iates itself. 
ORGANIZATION 
Group ! 
In looking at the organization of the group, organization was 
looked upon as largely a set of procedures which enables the group to 
1 
realize its purposes. Included in these procedures are certain devices 
which may be used by groups to help bring about desired ends. The 
writer for the purposes of this study has identified them as officers, 
committees, parliamentary procedures, bylaws, a constitution and the 
like. Because organization may not be realized in a formal manner, the 
writer will describe any aspect of the group which may have been de-
fined by the group itself as its form of organization. 
This club did not have officers, committees or any form of a con-
stitution governing its meetings. It was learned from the leader that 
the club had entertained the idea at one time but relinquished it after 
1
saul Bernstein, "Charting Group Progress," Readings ~ 
Group Work, 1952, p. 55. 
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the majority expressed a desire not to have this kind or formal organi-
zation. Some or the members expressed to the observer that officers 
ror the club were unnecessa~. The adult leader ~omehow felt individual 
girls were too threatened by this type or organization for the reason 
that it was status-giving and would concentrate the control of the group 
in the hands or a few; that it would create an atmosphere wherein they 
would not reel the "~ame" or "equal." 
There were no rules governirtg _conduct of members or how meetings 
were to be conducted. Although with the latter some form emerged out 
of the settings of the meetings. Meetings were divided generally into 
two parts. Business was attended to in the beginning portions and the 
latter part could be used by the members as they desired. For example, 
such activities as listening to records, dancing, reading 11Romance 11 
magazines, doing homework and casual talk with each other were chosen 
to fill the time. Occasionally, refreshments were served also, or the 
group went on trips to the dr-ugstore for sodas, ice cream, etc. 
The observer found that the sequence did not prove to follow the 
same order. For some meetings no business was discussed so that the 
entire meeting was informal and the girls utilized individual acti-
'vi ties as they wished. 
Group~ 
Group B's meetings were replete with clues with the concern it 
had for organization. Officers of the group numbered six and were 
enumerated as: 
l. President 2. Vice President 
4. Corresponding Secretary 5. Treasurer 
3. Secret~ 
6. Sergeant of Arms 
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The structure of the meetings of the group was similar to Group A 
in that both included a business portion and a social portion. The ex-
tent of time given each, of course, was determined by the nature of the 
business but the group showed a marked preference for attending to th~ 
business as opposed to the social. One thing which seemed to have ac-
counted for this was that the 11Fashion Show" was a major activity for 
the group upon which the group members attached a good deal of im-
portance to its outcome. Secondly, it seem9d that the meetings' pri-
mary meaning to the members at this time was to give full attention to 
the business concerned with the show, so that the social aspects tended 
to be secondary. As less time very often was afforded to the latter, 
the eating of refreshments served by the host member, casual talk 
amongst the members and listening to records generally characterized 
the meetings. The business on the other hand proceeded in the ordered 
manner of: 
1. Call to order by order by president 
2. Minutes from last meeting read 
3. Treasurer's report 
4. Report from other committees, or special reports 
5. Old business 
6. New business 
There was a rule drawn up for the purpose of establishing controls 
on the members as a result of difficulty experienced within the group: 
1. For every minute a member is tardy a fee of one penny 
shall be exacted. 
It appeared that special duties over and beyond those ascribed to 
club officers were voluntarily acquired as a member had access to what-
ever was needed by the club. Recordings of observations revealed the 
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following examples: 
Group discussed how it was going to contact a photographer 
to get a group picture made. Gwen told the girls she lmew 
a photographer who was an acquaintance of her family that 
might be contacted. 
At another point the club was concerned about tickets to be printed 
for the "Fashion Show. 11 
Wanda volunteered her services having remembered that she had 
made contact with a printer through a previous club group. 
The adult leader for the group felt the officers were particularly 
responsible in their jobs because high status was accorded their po-
sitions in the first place and for officers not to carry out full re-
sponsibility required of them meant a loss or status with the members. 
By and large this was the form of organization used by this group 
to carry out its activities. 
PLANNING 
Group ! 
Professor Bernstein at the Boston University School of Social Work 
suggested the definition for planning used for this study. He felt 
planning could be looked upon an an orderly sequence of steps used in 
conquest of goals. Planning as a step by step process which organizes 
and arranges some method for carrying out certain activities, was more 
of a concern o:f the adult leader of this club than the members. This 
statement will hopefully not overlook the fact that perhaps these girls 
might have been aware of the need to do so. : .  Nev.erthe~ess, the leader 
was the organizing force who reminded the members that certain things 
would have to be done in order that others could be accomplished. 
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The leader, in an interview, cited how the girls often initiated 
ideas on their own for activities but found it difficult to follow:-
through on them. Planning on their part, was handled in a vague assumed 
manner rather than thought out re~stically with some degree of stress 
on the phases of the activity which might consume more time, more effort, 
and possibly call upon community resources. This called for making 
preparation and the like in advance. Again, leader presented for il-
lustration an activity initiated by the group of its own volition and 
where the group was allowed to assume the major responsibility. The 
activity did not come through and the leader felt it was because of the 
fact that the club had not been able to realize in a reasonable time 
beforehand the various needs involved. 
The leader's function in respect to planning generally was to set 
up the framework, giving direction and course of action for the club. 
The girls were involved· by giving their suggestions and viewpoints. 
Major planning was her entire responsibility; whereas the club tended . 
to be able to carry out phases of the actual preparation. The notes 
from the observations will illustrate this: 
Observer noted that in preparation for the dance, leader con-
tacted a band, engaged the dance hall, secured the patterns 
for decorations. The girls expressed a desire to work on the 
decorations and to either make or bring the items for refresh-
ments. 
During a period of actual observation of the girls at work, writer 
took into account the enthusiasm and interest shown by the group as each 
girl went about her separate tasks. Doubts as to the success of the 
dance permeated their conversation but leader seemed to be able to 
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alleviate this insecurity through realistic support and practical ex-
ample as she undertook her own responsibility for the group. 
Involvement of the girls at another level was had. Each girl had 
a designated number of tickets to be responsible for based on the number 
of persons who could be invited. Hesitancy to carry through was evident: 
Leader wondered how tickets were selling. Lin in a solemn voice 
spoke up, "Nobody will buy a ticket from me." Her statement was 
followed by a giggle. She added, 11And I'll bet nobody's going 
to be at our 'old' dance." 
Another member: 
tti asked a girl at school to buy a ticket, and she asked if I 
were a member of the club ••• when I said yes, she said she wasn 1t 
interested. n 
The leader emphasized that time spent in planning or giving full 
attention to the preparation of an activity was not determined neces-
sarily by the type of activity in question. For where extensive plan-
ning was indicated the leader cited how difficult it seemed for the 
club to consider it and remain as interested as initially, more than 
four weeks. 
Group ~ 
Planning and the stress for planning emanated from the group mem-
bers. Meetings for a period of approximately two months were predomi-
nately concerned with and gave priority to making and carr.ying out plans 
i'or the "Fashion Show." The meetings exhibited a lack of vagueness as 
observer noted specific details and particulars were discussed back and 
forth amongst the members. An opportunity was had for various reports 
and announcements to be made to keep members informed and to make 
changes and the like in the plans if necessary. It was common for 
•• 
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papers and pencils te appear While an announcement was being made con-
earning an important date for members to keep in mind. 
The extent of planning varied with the kind of activity. One inter-
viewee stated that if the club decided "on the spur of the moment" to 
have a get-together themselves, the planning became a matter of "passing 
the word" as to where to meet, what to bring, and some announcement made 
of available transportation. But on the other hand with a major pro-
jeet, as the one writer had the opportunity to observe, planning became 
more extensive and the preparation of which demanded a longer span of 
time. 
The planning was characterized also by a period in the meetings 
being devoted to discussion of difficulties of' the individual members. 
For example: 
Lottie brought out her problem to the club during this meeting. 
She had bought a dress to model but now had some doubt as to 
whether it was a style becoming to her. The group members ex-
amined the dress and eventually asked Lottie to model it. 
Lottie modeled it and the girls made suggestions where needed. 
Certain officers were observed to be very active in planning and 
in the execution of' plans. Follow-through on contacts to the flower 
shops, the newspaper, checking on. printed program material and the like 
were ably handled by the corresponding secretary, the secretary and the 
president. Here, too, was an example of' how the group .utilized division 
of' responsibility to get things done, so to speak. 
FUNCTION OF LEADER 
Group ! 
From the material thus :f'ar presented it has become fairly clear 
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that the adult leader in the group assumed a very active role. Miss X 
very obviously in her role as chairman of the meetings, guided the dis-
cussions and assumed roles which might otherwise be the obligations of 
officers or indigenous leaders in the club. So that her function en-
gaged a multiplicity o.f roles. 
As a group worker she recognized to a great extent the level o.f de-
velopment of the group and accepted it by comfortably taking on respon-
sibility which appeared to be beyond the capacity and readiness o.f the 
members to handle, and providing as feasibly as possible areas of par-
ticipation for them. 
It became clear, too, how the leader was to .function as a resource 
person. The group looked towards her for suggestions and to make con-
tacts with persons and agencies in the larger community to which they 
had no knowledge in some instances and in other cases no access. 
The leader expressed one of her main goals for the group as bring-
ing about an increased feeling o.f security so that members might be en-
abled to take more direction .for their own activities as she felt this 
was possible. 
Group !! 
The role which Mrs. Y had with the club was ascertained from her 
beginning work with the club, which had already organized itself for a 
period o.f time before contacting this adult leader. Group sought in 
their leader, as explained by the president, one "who will prevent us 
from making plans beyond the ability of the group to achieve, someone 
who can prevent us from 'falling through' ·" 
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In one word her role was depicted as an 11 advisorn for the group. The 
observations bore this initial purpose out as Mrs. Y, though present at 
the meetings, found the group managed quite well as an autonomous body. 
Her presence was to serve as a reassurance that the group had adult 
backing. The leader felt that she recognized the capability of the club 
and in so doing engendered a feeling of security and confidence by only 
intervening when she felt it necessary or when called upon by the mem-
bers. 
CONFLICT 
Group !, 
S. Bernstein and H. and A. Trecker have offered a definition for 
this t erm mich is similar and shall be used in conjunction with each 
other for this area of discussion. The Treckers explained conflict as 
1 
the appearance of differences of opinions among members. Bernstein 
used the term in his article to mean the appearance of opposition col-
2 
lisions or difficulties among club members. As the reader may note the 
difference lies more in terms of wording rather than meaning, per se. 
In the light of the definition given, the presence of conflict was 
not uncommon to the meetings observed. The business portions of the 
meetings which called upon a certain amount of cooperation and agreement 
from the members generally witnessed two kinds of response. At one ex-
treme a stormy and argumentative atmosphere prevailed. On the other end 
1 
Trecker, H. and Trecker A. ~~~~Groups, 
1952, p. 143. 
2 
Bernstein, Saul. "Charting Group Progress." Readings !!! 
Group Work, 1952, p. 57. 
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the response was one expressed in a laughing, joking manner. So handling 
by way of "discussing through" did not characterize the group's mode of 
reacting to differences of opinion. 
The expression of these differences occurred characteristically in 
the following way: 
Leader: "By the way, what did you have in mind for refreshments for 
the dance?" 
(Silence fell upon the room at this point) 
May: (Falling from one side to the other in her seat, trying to 
avoid looking at the group). "Anything 111 do." 
Lin: (Twisted her fingers, amdously, but said nothing). 
Marge: 11Well I could bring some candy - those kind they make 
where my mother works." 
(Ended sentence with a slight giggle). 
"Nothing but the best,n she added boastfully. 
Bobbie: WWhat are they like?" 
Carrie: 
Marge: 
May: 
Marge: 
11 She don't lmow what she's talking 1bout." 
"Look who 's talking l" 
"Will you shut up, please ?11 (talking to Marge) • 
(tries to explain) - 11 I don't know the names of those 
things but anyway they're about this big (gestures 
with her hand) and they 1 re all different colors • 11 
Bobbie: 11Are you speaking of mints?11 
Marge: "Yeh, that's what I mean." 
Carrie: "Ain't nobody having no mints at any dance I'm going to ••• 
that 's if I do go anyway." 
Marge: (Laughs loudly ••• finally controlling herself to say ••• ) 
"0h man it was just a suggestion." 
Carrie: (Harshly) "Oh man, I lmow it was just a suggestion. 
You'd better come off it. 11 
At this point one of the girls might deter the discussion by bringing 
up a different subject altogether with another member close by. A dis-
cussion would ensue until someone from the group would say: 
I 
I' 
I 
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"Miss X is waiting on us to stop." 
If the kind of suggestion in the above illustration was entirely unac-
ceptable to the club it was very easily dropped with the leader often 
coming in with another suggestion to stimulate them toward further think-
ing. 
The leader explained to the writer that whereas the group found it 
difficult to share opinions and ideas with each other, as individuals 
there seems to have been more of a feeling of security to express them-
selves. Within the group there was a greater tendency to focus on the 
personality involved rather than the problem, so that the problem was 
more a matter of a "fight between personalities" than on real issues. 
It was obvious to the observer that a small clique in the group 
presented a somewhat different picture of response than was true of the 
observations of the general group. This clique composed of two high 
status members tended to avoid being involved in the heated arguments. 
Their contributions took to attempting to focus more on the problem 
or discussion as for example was the case with Bobbie in the illustra-
tion on the previous page. These were the members also who frequently 
called group's attention to the fact the leader was waiting for them to 
order. At other times they specifically called upon the leader for ad- I 
vice regarding the question posed rather than let an argument proceed. 11 
Their avoidance was further expressed through being passive which was a 
matter of sitting quietly until the adult leader intervened. 
In the resolution of differences, the leader seemed to have taken a 
very active role. An example of which may be illustrated in the follow-
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ing notes: 
The leader had asked whether the group desired to have band A 
as over against band B for the dance. Group argued back and 
forth and also jumped to another topic in the process. Leader 
called their attention to the importance or deciding whether 
they were going ahead with their intentions to have the dance. 
Group assured leader they wanted to go ahead. Leader then 
clarified the kind of music offered by each band and then gave 
the girls a chance to express themselves as to the type pre-
ferred... reminding them to take cognizance of the guests who 
were being invited. Group's attention still divided as some 
avoided discussion becoming engaged in conversation with a 
nearby seatmate. One member asked how much the bands would 
cost the group. Leader gave the information and at the same 
time wondered if the group desired to think the matter over. 
General consensus was "Let 1 s think about it for awhile. n 
In the above illustration the leader became aware of her need to 
provide further explanation regarding the bands · thus . focusing upon and 
directing the discussion to the "significant" rather than the ·inciden-
tals. She also recognized the possibility of another factor operating 
with the group during this meeting; the fact that it was not readY to 
make a final decision on the ehoiee of bands. Most significant in . re-
gard to the leader's handling was that she did not force a decision from 
the group. She allowed the girls the opportunity to bring their dif-
ferenees into the open. These modes appeared to characterize the lead-
er's intervention in areas where group expressed differences of opinions. 
Group ~ 
The areas aroimd which conflict arose were not as easily dis-
cernible, but nevertheless its presence became more evident as the 
writer continued to observe the group. 
Conflict within the group evolved in a number of forms the more 
obvious of which was recognized with regards to the members cooperating 
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with a group project. · The writer's observation notes indicated: 
The club discussed at this meeting the matter of what each mem-
ber would wear in the fashion show. As the president began 
directing the question to the various members, Jean was ap-
proached. She explained in an apologetic manner that she 
couldn't participate. At this, the group wondered why she 
couldn't. She offered her reason as being a fear of modeling 
before a large audience. Group empathized with her explainin.g 
that most of the members were to some extent "stage frightened" 
but that it could be overcome by constant rehearsal at the audi-
torium. Jean appeared relieved that others had felt somewhat 
the same way she had, and she agreed to try and work her fright 
through as had been suggested by the members. 
Another area in which differences of opinion were observed was with 
respect to the group's justification for imposing a fine on a member: 
Joyce was late to the meeting and as fines are imposed for 
tardiness, some members questioned whether a fine should be 
made in light of Joyce 1 s reason for having been late; that 
she could not avoid being late because she had to wait f'or 
a ride f'rom a friend, and therefore the time she arrived at 
the meeting was determined by the time the friend came to 
pick her up. 
The opposition comprised two factions. On the one hand those who felt 
the member should not be fined; on the other hand those who felt an ex-
ception to the rule on this occasion would call for frequent and unneces-
sary attempts to do so in the future. Then there was a middle-of-the-
road group who couldn't bring themselves to make a stand in either di-
rection. 
These examples are typical illustrations of the areas in which con-
.f'lict predominated during the observation period and brought out the 
fact that (1) focus of' discussion was directed at the problem rather 
than the personalities involved and (2) differences were discussed and 
the girls seemed to take some stand regarding their individual view-
points. 
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The reso1ution of differences was observed as presenting a pattern 
which was exercised repeatedly. First, a discussion by the group. 
Secondly, an attempt to be objective and 11fair" in coming to a solution. 
But as to actual resolution it was clear that a kind of domination of 
one segment of the group by the other generally determined final outcome. 
Observer noted that high status members invariably took the opportunity 
to express themselves more and were able to influence the thinking of 
others in the group. As a 1ast measure the leader would be conferred 
with. This was the case with the fining of Joyce. The leader handled 
it by recognizing the two view points and to some extent clarified 
their reasonableness. Then thegroup was asked to decide upon the action 
in which case a vote was taken. 
The more subtle forms of opposition or differences were observed 
when the problem was individual - centered rather than group - centered. 
The writer witnessed this in the informal gatherings after the business 
meetings. Differences of opinion over an incident at school were re-
acted to by (1) po1itely turning away from the individual, (2) suddenly 
drawing another member into a conversation (3) finding an excuse to 
1eave the room under the pretense of going to look for another person or 
to 1ocate a book or papers which had been brought to the meeting. 
The material. which has been compiled from the observations of the 
two groups is by no means al.l inclusive of the many facets of the cri-
teria which might have been explored in order to cover a much wider 
range of behavior. It has presented an effort on the part of the ob-
server to share that behavior which was most c1ear1y diseernib1e and in 
-----=== 
some way peculiar to the group being observed. This approach proved 
economical and plausible since observations were limited by time and the 
nature of some of the meetings themselves. For example, some meetings 
were brief, some mere practice sessions f~r the show (Group B), others 
(for Group A) were spent in preparation for the activity to come. 
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CHAPrER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This was a study of two friendship club groups from two social 
classes. These class groups were identified through the use of a scale 
for determining class position. One group fell at Class II position 
near the upper level of the seale; the other in the lower level of the 
scale at Class V position. The factors common to both groups were age, 
sex, and race. The writer's focus has been to see how the two groups 
conducted themselves in six areas; namely, group purposes, organization, 
activities, planning, the function of the adult leader and the nature 
of conflict expressed within the groups. 
The period covered in the study extended from December, 1957 
through March, 1958. Most of the material ea~e from observations made 
by the writer. However other supplementary material was available in 
one of the agencies. Informal interviews with the adult leader and 
members of the respective groups were also made for the purpose of ob-
taining fuller information on some aspects of the group experience. 
The scale used to determine the class position of the members of 
the groups was called the "Two-Factor Index of Social Position." Ini-
tially both groups had been described by some group leaders who had done 
detached group work in the areas in which groups were _located as being 
representative of what they termed a "lower class" and an "upper class" 
group. This had been primarily based on the locale of the girl's resi-
dence and knowledge of the clientele servedl ... }>yLthe two social agencies 
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involved. This descriptive material plus the writer's knowledge of the 
approximate locale of class groups in the Roxbury area aided in pin-
pointing where the groups were located. These methods were supplemented 
by use of the Index which required that each member of the two groups be 
scaled individually and an average for the group obtained. This placed 
the entire group at a specified point on the scale. 
Having defined social position the writer set out to elucidate her 
definition of social class. The main point made was social class re-
ferred to a stratified segment or a community which has a distinct~ve 
way of life, a condoned set of standards governing behavior and certain 
values and aspirations. The members of this segment are expected to 
adhere to them, and deviations therefrom are punishable whereas con-
fonnity brings reward. Because of the stress put upon class in the 
Negro community, the reader's attention was called to the study made by 
Davis and Dollard in which case it was asserted that social class po-
sition was far more influential in shaping the habits and goals of Negro 
youth than other factors. 
As residential locale has been depicted as indicative of class 
status, the demographic economic, ~d population characteristics of Rox-
bury were described. Within this large area there ar'e varied racial and 
cultural characteristics. It was brought out that while the Negro com-
munity contained several class groups which seem to shade into each 
other, the more distinct groups appear to be the upper and lower class 
groups. The study further revealed that the two social agencies seemed 
to be aware that they were serving particular class groups as their 
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various purposes and methods were indicative of the culture groups preva-
lent in the community served. 
The final facet of the study gave attention to the groups them-
selves. The writer suggested that over and beyond the three properties 
common to the two groups, there were other common factors operating which 
emanated from the social standards and expectations of the group members. 
The members tended to have a common and similar background of experi-
ences which existed primarily because the occupations and the education 
of the heads of t he household brought them to live in close proximity 
to each other where they participated in certain community activities 
together. Consequently, members also sought out from amongst other in-
dividuals those whose background of experiences were most like theirs. 
Attendance at the same school, interests in certain activities, and the 
consistent ways of conducting themselves in the meetings were to allay 
any feeling that it was accidental that girls choose one another to 
participate in a friendship group together. 
The findings from the study sUlll!l&rized: 
Conflict: 
1. Both groups experienced conflict but differed with regard 
to the focus of the differences, and the frequency of oc-
currence. 
2. The leader in Group A was more active in the resolution of 
conflicts of the group. The club members in Group B were 
more active in resolving its conflicts. The adult leader 
was called into the situation only after the group members 
had made efforts to resolve the difficulty but to no avail. 
Planning: 
1. Planning tended to be leader-initiated in Group A and leader 
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held the major responsibility for its being carried through. 
a. The extent of time spent in planning varied with the 
nature of the activity but with a large project which 
necessitated extensive preparation it was difficult 
for the group to consider it beyond a four week pe-
riod time. 
b. Major details of planning were given attention by the 
leader. Group was involved with some areas of actual 
preparation. 
2. Planning tended to be initiated by the club members in 
Group B and the responsibility of carrying plans through 
was a shared experience of the membership. 
a. The extent of time and the extent of planning varied 
with the nature of the activity. 
b. Major and minor details of planning were handled by 
the club group. Leader in this group was generally 
reported to as to what had been achieved. 
Organization: 
1. Group•A•s organization was realized through the informal at-
mosphere of the club, the nature of which enclosed the re-
lationship of member to member and the relation of the group 
as a whole to the leader. 
2. Group B had a more formalized type of structure in which it 
attempted to realize the purposes of the club, and was 
characterized by the presence of officers, parliamentary 
procedures, and the delegation of responsibility within the 
club, and a rule governing membership with regards to being 
tardy to the meetings. 
Adult Leadership in ~ Groups: 
1. The leader of Group A appeared to have a more active role 
with regard to the directing of general concerns of the 
group which included the business portions of the meetings, 
organizing and planning for the activities. 
2. The role of Group A's leader was to further be recognized 
as one in which she accepted the level of readiness of the 
members to participate and enabled them to exercise it 
where possible. 
3. Group A appeared to look upon the leader as the warm, 
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accepting and understanding adult with whom they gained a 
certain amount of security within the group atmosphere. 
· 4. The adult leader in Group B functioned in an advisory ca-
pacity to the club group. She was available for questions 
from the group and recommendations where needed. 
5. Group B seemed to have needed her in the capacity of the 
"adult" supporter from which greater security and confi-
dence could be had in their management of a major activity. 
Stated Purposes .£! ~ Groups: 
l. The stated purpose of Group A i s to enjoy the experience 
of being together as a club group. 
2. The stated purposes of Group B were two-fold. On the one 
hand group desired to enjoy the relationship of friends 
within the club. On the other hand it desired to aid 
civic organizations through contributions and moral aupport. 
Activities 2f Groups: 
l. Group A's activities have included food sales, the sponsor-
ing of movies and a dance. The predominant activities car-
ried on by the group occurred lii thin the informal atmos-
phere of the club meetings. A variety of activities were 
engaged in at the members' own choosing and were to in-
clude reading, dancing, listening to records, doing home-
work and playing cards. 
2. Al thoi.lgh concentration was given to the "Fashion Show'' 
project during the entire period of observation, the 
members of the club and the adult leader acknowledged that 
other kinds of activities the group had experienced were 
horseback riding, swimming, tennis, outings and informal 
get-togethers at the homes of the members. 
Even though given vague consideration by the American people, it 
is a rather well established fact that our American society is strati-
fied into social classes. The one most often referred to, the prevail-
ing culture of which is accepted by most respectable persons, is gen-
erally the "middle class." Persons who participate in this cul t.ure are 
purported to be more planful towards the future, having more established 
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goals and give a lot of importance to educationaJ.. :~· achievement. Whereas 
persons below this class are purported to be less concerned with. these 
kinds of goals. 
But the middle class as such is not the subject of this study. It 
is rather the task of the writer to describe the characteristics of the 
upper and lower Negro social class groups. These two groups have been 
utilized rather than the middle class because behavior patterns are 
more easily discernible with these two extreme groups. The upper class 
Negro group, a relatively small group when compared to the total Negro 
population, is described as being those persons who are (1) training 
for a profession, (2) carrying on a substantial business for example 
in the field of banking or insurance, {3) or those doing personal ser-
vice. Other employment conferring upper class status might include 
every steady employment where some training or skill is required and 
1 
the income substantially above the average among Negroes. This group 
stresses higher education and its children are assisted to professional 
training. In the Negro commm1ity this serves to be, by and large, the 
essential to upper class standing in the absence of wealth. Children 
in these homes are made aware of the expectation to acquire learning 
very early in their training and this expectation receives re-enforce-
ment in the neighborhood, school and church. 
The family of the upper class exerts a great deal of influence 
1 Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilennna, p. 700 • 
......=-__ 
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· upon the children. Here is an area in which the writer desired a more 
extensive study. But having established the claes position certain in-
ferences could be made from general description ascribed to the upper 
group without going too far aetray. Myrdal describes the upper class fam-
ily as being stable; that both parents are usually in the home wherein 
both father and mother have continous and steady roles. This intact home 
tends to facilitate the amount of influence which family standards have 
upon children. Children are rather closely supervised to the extent that 1 
play does not elude the parent's concern. As with education, good man-
ners and respectability become nearly an obsession in this Negro upper 
class group. Significantly these children are also shielded from in flu-
ences of the lower claes Negroes and from the humiliating experiences of 11 
2 
the caste system. What eerves to be the motivation for conformity to 
parental demands in this group? It goes without saying that adherence to 
parental standards can be envisioned as a gateway to even further mobil-
ity and ultimate success. These rewards of course being a re-payment 
for the sacrifices demanded by conform! ty. 
are 
are 
I The Negro lower class group is composed largely of those persons who I 
unskilled or semi-skilled laborers and domestic workers. The incomes 
1 low and uncertain. Generally the members have little education. 3 
With the family group of this class, the picture is a contrast to the I 
upper group. The father often is not in the home; the mother too is away . 
due to her wrk. The child in the family learns early to take care of 
2r.bid. ' p. 702 • 
3rbid., p. 102. 
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himself. He begins early to play in the street and roam about the 
neighborhood. Parental standards are weakened by the lack of rewards 
which may be given or withheld as a means of securing obedience. In 
such an environment there is a tendency for the youngsters to have de-
veloped less resourcefulness, self-reliance and a sense of individual 
dignity. Neither is the situation favorable for developing strong in-
·centives to personal accomplishment and improvement. Aggression and 
violence are neither rare nor censored by the connnunity disapproval. 
. How is the behavior exhibited in the groups' class-related? 
Having observed the groups and interviewed some of the members it be-
came fairly clear that some of the areas used for this study brought out 
class related behavior more than others. The organization, planning, 
the role of the adult leader and the nature of conflict were prone to 
be more useful tools than the purposes and activities of each group. 
The writer feels it is no accidept that the organization, planning, 
conflict and the role of the adult appeared to differ. Group A members 
were less apprehensive in expression of aggression towards fellow club 
members. A great deal of personal assault and hostility prevailed to 
the excluSion of ironing out the main issue .which caused them to differ. , 
However uncomfortable and heated the atmosphere the observer noted that 11 
the girls did not attempt conciliation of their own volition. And, 
with few exceptions, they seemed to feel that any concessions to one 
another indicated a weakness on their part. The class orientation 
toward aggression is appropriate here. As the lower class child has 
found it necessary to "fight" for survival, and surmount his insecuri-
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ties in this manner, it is not difficult to see this pattern of behavior I 
being repeated in the friendship club. Extreme laughter and silent 
giggles were also used to offset the outward appearance of hostility 
around differences of opinions. The relationship of the adUlt leader 
became significant here as she was not only thrown into the role of 
arbitrator but to a certain extent proved to be controller - the same 
role which a child of this class group . tends to cast upon the main 
society as represented by the . teacher, police, etc. 
The hesitancy which Qroup A had around planning pointed out among 
many things that it is difficult for them to be planful or even for 
that matter accept "middle class" fom of ·organization when much of 
their lives have not been organized so that they can foresee any degree 
of definiteness in events even from day to day especially since the 
lower class home generally does not afford this experience. Planning 
is weakened by the lack of consistency and stability within the family 
constellation. This is further exemplified as these children find it 
unreasonable to postpone immediately future gratification. In the 
first place they have little reason to rest secure in the belief they 
will be rewarded as rewards have been p.rornised only to be denied. Like-
wise organization as perceived by middle and upper class standards and 
ideals have been absent in their early life experiences. 
The significance which organization and planning played in the 
upper group was very apparent in each meeting. The extent to which 
these concepts had begun to become a part of the way of life for them 
was exemplified in the almost compulsive typ~ of behavior seen in the 
preparation done for the "Fashion Show." The tendency to take care of 
every minute detail and to make certain that everything was attended to 
and cleared reasonably in advance proved to be a predominant concern. 
Class-wise this kind of behavior is precipitated by the organized and 
planful family experience of the upper class. It becomes no task to 
repeat this training as they have been rewarded in the home, the com-
munity and in the "middle class" school room. 
In the same vein the writer notes how the expression of conflict 
was handled. The fact that the group tended to discuss through their 
differences rather than handle it in ways which would meet with dis-
approval in their own training such as being outwardly aggressive and 
argumentative toward another member was to again show the extent of in-
fluence which social class exerts upon them. The group was especially 
careful to not show any hostile feelings verbally. This coincides 
with the almost compulsive nature of this class group to look upon ex-
treme argument and fighting as not indicative of good manners and re-
spectability. Then, as learning is of such high importance in the up-
per group, writer saw that discussing through seemed to afford the mem-
bers an opportunity to show that they had acquired the knowledge to 
pick out things which were important and those which were not; that 
there was no need to become involved in pettiness. 
As was pointed out, the activities and purposes of these groups 
did not especially indicate class learning. Both groups defined as 
their primary purpose to have fun with friends. The upper class group 
though found that it was interested in aiding the community through 
financial and moral support. The satisfaction and pride which members 
seem to acknowledge their involvement in community affairs was to 
identify the group with its adult counterpart all of whom find that 
working in community affairs is commonplace and a high expectation of 
the class members. Activities of the upper group was to indicate that 
preference was shown for sports which called upon a certain amount of 
training and skill and were generally limited to those whose income 
may afford them the privilege • . 
The writer noted that within the lower class group there was some 
divergence from usual class expectations. This divergence came to be 
realized in the case of the two high status members. Their behavior 
indicated some awareness of upward social mobility. For example, the 
tendency to refrain from the verbal encounters with the members and 
steering group discussion in an organized way. It was interesting that !1 
the two members were also active in the conrnunity and had come to be 
,I 
asked to participate in a social affair which was to be composed of 
persons of higher class standing than even their families. This points 1 
up the flexibility of our American system on the one hand, but on the 
other it shows that there is definite class awareness among youngsters 
and strivings towards improvement of status learned from such imme-
diate sources as the school and community. And of course classes do 
not tend to be pure; they encompass varied economical and cultural 
characteristics. 
In a study of this kind we cannot overlook the possibility of 
numerous factors operating in the interaction of the club members as 
,, 
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well as the way the leader relates to the group. All of which can ac-
count for the way the group behaves when it functions as a group. So 
it is that with respect to the relationship of the adult leader to the 
group, it is not unlikely that the class orientation did have some bear-
ing on the way each leader functioned in her respective group. Is it 
not possible that a leader of higher class status than her group mem-
bers will tend to feel freer to exercise her authority within the group 
at the same time feeling that the group is perhaps not really capable 
of taking on its own responsibility? Or yet may even be unable to 
realize the actual capacity of the group members because of her own in-
ability to let the group progress at its own capacity and rate of learn-
ing. In the same light the leader whose class orientation is of upper 
status and who in turn works with a group of similar status is likely 
to exert less authority in the group feeling that it has had adequate 
experience to proceed on its own without too much guidance from the 
leader. These points should certainly be considered as regards group 
leadership. 
Likewise, it is important to recognize the extent to which Group A 
was t,ypical of lower class groups. Some question was raised here as 
the adult leader pointed out that the members were not popular girls 
in the community. This fact was partially borne out through the know-
ledge that these girls are often excluded from connnuni ty acti. vi ties and 
the like. I I 
How then does this knowledge benefit those of us who work with 
individuals (caseworkers) and those who work with groups (group workers)? l1 
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Much of what has been presented has been common knowledge but vague to 
those of us who may work with people directly. It would have been val-
uable to do a more intensive study, but as this was not feasible, the 
information can impel us to think and reconsider various facets of our 
work. A number of questions might be posed, for example, is it our 
duty to bring about changes in individuals towards the prevailing cul-
ture? Can individuals learn to accept a culture different from that of 
their parents, their training and immediate environment? Already these 11 
questions suggest that if we are to understand and bring about changes 
in behavior it becomes imperative that we have knowledge governing the 
cultural factors of their lives. In the light of our own cultural 
backgrounds and the type of middle class oriented agencies in which we 
work it becomes important to ask very seriously what the role of our 
work is in the co11111uni. ty. Alan Klein has proposed some general ap-
proaches to the subject. He says that social agencies are basically 
middle-class committed to the socialization of their members and should: 
1. Admit that they are part of a middle-class American way 
of life; 
2. Develop sharper discrimination between behavior that is 
culturally different or psychologically disturbed; 
3. Adjust their standards to reflect more realistically the 
culture they do seek to represent; 
4. Select out of the community culture those practices more 
likely to be conducive to sound mental health, and reject 
those that are not; 
5. Preserve those aspects of the sub-cultures that are real-
istic, that make a valuable contribution to the general 
culture, and that are essential to survival within the 
particular culture; 
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6. Refrain from holding out false hope for social mobility 
and opportunity; 
7. Adopt policies and programs likely to attract rather 
than repel children with delinquent and deviant values; 
8. Develop and foster social values around which all member 
groups can integrate; 
9. Teach about the complexity of our culture; 
10. Appraise val.ues against the frame of reference of the 
individual and develop means of communication with and 
between members of different sub-groups• 
General principles of some value in helping the group worker find 
his role are: 
1. He must be mature and accepting and he would have to 
eliminate cultural bias from his inter-personal relations; 
2. He will have to lmow and understand the meaning of their 
own cultures to the persons with whom he works; 
3. The worker must understand his own cultural background 
thoroughly and be able to view it objectively; 
4. The worker must be clear as to his and his agency's 
objectives; 
5. He should learn to use reward with children; 
6. He starts where people are; 
7. He must help people develop inner, emotional resources 
for personal security; 
8. He can help people determine their vocational futures 
by acquainting them with the varieties of opportunities 
available in our society, and the differing demands 
'Within each. 
9. He can help them select goals realistically; 
10. He can help them to 4see that total cul. ture is man made and can be changed. 
4
8
· nein, Alan B. "Understanding Individual and Group Behavior." 1955, p. 9. 
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The full implication of having a lmowledge of the culture of the 
people with whom we work is that expenditure of time and energy will 
be minimized and our effectiveness as workers will be increased. 
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